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1. Micro versus macro urban remote sensing 
Research focus ed on the re mote s ensing o f u rban areas  using s atellite sen sor 
information is at an intersection (inter alia Mesev 2003, Gamba et al 2005, Weng and 
Quattrochi 2007, X ian 2 010). In one d irection lie micro t echniques th at fa cilitate 
precision mapping of urban stru ctural configuration from very high spatia l resolution 
imagery—with a focus on pra gmatic applications co mmonly vi sited by 
photogrammetists and scientists involved in civil engineering and planning; and in the 
other direction lie  macro chal lenges for exploring the more ont ological qu estions 
surrounding the  fusion of structural and f unctional r epresentations—supporting more 
holistic views of urban grow th and urban economic and social sustainability, and the 
construction of deductive and red uctionist u rban g eographic G IScience models 
(Benguigui  2004, Aubrecht et al 2009). 

The distinction between micro and macro remote sensing is based on the scale of 
analysis and not necessarily on the multidimensionality of the remotely sensed data, in 
particular its spatial resolution. Indeed, urban remote sensing research was expected to 
benefit from both micro and macro scales of analysis with the advent of higher spatial 
resolution satellite sensor data (IKONOS, QuickBird, WorldView). H owever, to d ate, 
the level of expectation for these high spatial resolution satellite sensor datasets seems 
to have far exceeded the number of practical urban applications. Despite the perceived 
advances in clarity and detail stemming from pixels representing smaller instantaneous 
fields of view, most of the criticism, paradoxically, has been linked with the increased 
spectral heterogeneity resulting from the finer scaled spatial resolution. It means that 
urban classifica tions rem ain high ly t enuous an d a ny relia ble micro rem ote se nsing, 
usually in t he form of precision mapping, is extracted either directly from the spatial 
orientation of pixels—in the sim ilar vein  to conv entional i nterpretation of aerial 
photography, but with slightly  lower clarity and without stereoscopic capabilities—or 
with the aid of disaggregate ancillary data from postal, census, or planning sources. 

In contra st, the spectr al heterogeneity f actor is less of a restriction for m acro 
remote sensing, which is m ore con cerned with a gener alized view of an urban ar ea 
such as neig hborhoods, zones or even the whole city . Classification accuracy is al so 
less important; with the emphasis shifting towards interpreting generalized land cover/ 
land use, measuring overall building density, and understanding urban  processes such 
as growth, congestion/pollution, and deprivation. Arguably, it is this understanding of 
urban processes that many researchers consider as more important benefits of  remote 
sensing when applied to urban areas. However, to fully appreciate the scale of dynamic 
urban changes remotely sensed data need to be embellished with ancillary information 
measuring socioeconomic characteristics, housing descriptors, and zoning restrictions. 
But even th e remote s ensing-ancillary da ta co mbination o nly provides an essentially 
empirically-derived model of a s tatic c ity. What is needed is a theor etical bas is from 
which to interpret and understand urban land cover and land use change; a theoretical 
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basis built on the concept of a temporal lag between what an urban society demands 
and what urban physical consequences materialize. 

This presentation will review the micro versus macro dichotomy in r elation to the 
statistical li mitations of dat a captured fro m remotely sensed sources w hen harnessed  
for contributions to measuring urban structure, underst anding urban p rocesses, and 
perhaps con tributions to u rban t heory at a v ariety of scales of anal ysis. It will als o 
explore the potential of measuring the relationship between urban structure and urb an 
function through the notion of a tem poral lag , agai n within the  confines of sc ale 
‘appropriateness.’ 
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Figure 1. The micro-macro urban remote sensing continuum. 

2. Choosing the ‘right’ scale of analysis 
The premise of scale as a dictating factor in  urban remote sensing has not attracted as 
much attention from the research community a s Welc h’s sem inal wor k in 1982  
deserved. This is in co ntrast to tec hnological improvements in sensor engineerin g 
which has led to the availability of image data at finer spatial resolutions. Perhaps the 
question lies more with the scale of analysis ra ther than the spatial resolution of the 
sensor data. Surely choosing the sensor data at the ‘right’ sp atial resolution should be 
inextricably li nked to its use–th e r ange of  the applic ation. For urba n studie s this  
equates to f inding a consistent match between the spatial resolution of rem ote sensor 
data and its most appropriate urban application. This may sound an  over ly simplistic 
and intuitive prerequisite, but determining this data-to-application condition requires a 
number of considerations. They can be c ategorized into two groups, one dealing with 
the measurement of tangible urban structur es and fe atures a t th e micro scale o f 
analysis, and the ot her deali ng w ith the function ality o f urb an movements an d 
processes at t he macro scale of an alysis. Sy nchronizing these two  groups is key  t o 
choosing a scale of remote sensing analysis that is most appropriate for measuring the 
urban structural-functi onal relationship—and in t urn understanding processes and 
eventually fine-tuning theory. Figure 1 il lustrates the continuum of urban scale levels, 
ranging from the individual property at the micro scale of an alysis all the way  to the 
whole city at the macro scale of analysis. 

3. A research agenda 
The s earch for the ‘right’ scale of analysis requires a research ag enda that links th e 
statistical measurement of urban str ucture from remotely sensed data with theoretical 
underpinnings of u rban function across spatio-temporal platforms. In e mpirical terms, 
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this is tantamount to developing sensitivity analyses of remotely sensed data at various 
spatial r esolutions, link ing th em with funct ional d ata, and th en comparing t heir 
accuracy levels. Th ese a re th e so-called structural-functional models and Figure 2 
illustrates three types of data sets that are frequently used for such models; high spatial 
resolution sensor images to measure structure, and point-based mailing addresses and 
rasterized area-based c ensus surfaces to tess ellate soc ioeconomic ch aracteristics of 
urban areas.  Each of the three types represen ts the study  site of th e cit y of Belfast,  
Northern Ireland--the high spatial resolution image is from the IKONOS sensor (Space 
Imaging) and the po int-based mailing addresses ar e f rom the COMPAS (n ow 
superseded by POINTER) database from  the Ordnance Surve y of Northern Irela nd, 
and the surface is of the 2 001 Cen sus P opulation rasterized a t a 200 m grid (Mesev 
2007). 
 

    

   
 
Figure 2. Structural and functional representations of the Belfast study area: IKONOS 
image (top left), postal addresses (top right), census housing surface (bottom left, for 

whole of NE Belfast; bottom right, the same spatial dimensions as IKONOS image and 
postal addresses). 

 
A more recent  perspective on res earch in to urban stru ctural-functional models is th e 
pursuit of t ime-dependence; understanding how  temporal lags affect t he causal links 
between societal and political functional demands and physical ramifications. Thus far 
integrative r emote sensor models have assumed temporal equality. This i s where the 
same time period is assumed for both when the image was taken and when functional 
attributes are c ollected. Instead, a temporal in tegrative model is bui lt at two t ime 
periods (T1 and T2) form ulated by combining urban structural patterns (derive d from 
classified remo te senso r data) post T1 as T1+1 and post  T2 as T2 +1 a nd urban 
functional dem ands and de cisions (derived pr edominantly from popu lation censuses 
and urban p lans) pre T 1 as T1-1 and pre T2 as T2-1 re spectively. The  relati onship 
states th at d ecisions and trends in urban functio ns at T1-1 determine the ty pe an d 
density o f u rban struct ure at  T2-1. Precisel y ho w urban functions deter mine urb an 
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structure (and maybe even how structure determines functions) is reflective of theories 
of urb an process;  for  instance, demand for new housi ng ty pe and h ousing d ensity, 
suburbanization, d ecentralization of busi nesses, se gregation le vels, deprivation and 
congestion and pollution. Chang es in urban population, including  c hanges in  
demographic profil es (fa mily, eth nic minorities and affluent lev els), de mand f or 
housing (both size and value), and local government plans are the main drivers behind 
urban processes that link function and structure. 

4. Conclusions 
The distinction micro and macro urban remote sensing is a contrast between precision 
urban structural (syntactic) configuration and city-wide functional representation using 
integrative models th at link s pectral infor mation fro m h igh spatial resolut ion sens or 
data with spatial and temporal indicators from auxiliary sources. In each the focus is on 
integrative models that explore metrics and maximization procedures in an attempt to 
summarize the cartograp hic and geocomputation pote ntial of t he burgeoning urba n 
remote sensing technology. Sensi tivity analyses det ermine optim um lags in multi-
temporality to be used as vital components in the monitoring of city-wide variations of 
social d eprivation, ho using density , traffi c con gestion, heat island effec ts, non-point 
source pollution and others issues of urban sustainability. 
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